Maximize vehicle uptime. Minimize costs.

Industry-leading EV fleet charge & energy management software

Simple
Intuitive user dashboards

Optimized
Realize cost-savings with load management

Streamlined
Integrates with existing systems and more

Easy fleet charge management
Real-time status and robust reporting for maximum vehicle uptime at minimal costs.

InControl v4.0 coming this fall
• New depot view
• Reservation system
• V2X integration

How InControl works

Analyze energy usage
Track by any variable to measure ROI

Maximize fleet utilization
Utilize integrated data and reports to increase uptime

Seamlessly integrate vehicle telematics
Use your charging data to optimize fleet utilization

Increase efficiency
Generate reports and leverage learnings to shape overall strategy

Realize cost-savings with load management
Reduce operating expenses by controlling when charging occurs

Stay InControl
Manage fleet charging from anywhere. Rest easy with real-time alerts

Take Control. Request a demo today.